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We use the inverse scattering method to consider the (decay and explosive) resonance interaction of three
one-dimensional wave packets in a nondissipative medium. We indicate an algorithm for constructing exact
solutions and study in detail the scattering of wave packets due to their decay resonance interaction.
PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf

INTRODUCTION

In various physical situations the problem arises of
the interaction, in a nonlinear medium, of three wave
packets with characteristic frequencies Wl> W2, Ws and
wave vectors k1' ka, k3, satisfying the resonance conditions
Cll,=Cll,+Cll"

k,=k,+k,.

(1)

The physical nature of the packets may be completely
different. The interaction characterized by the conditions
(1) is the coherent decay of the quanta of wave 1 (we
shall call it the pumping wave) into the quanta of waves
2 and 3 (which we shall call the secondary waves) and
the reverse process of the fusion of quanta 2 and 3 into a
quantum 1; it plays a basic role in induced Raman and
Mandel' shtam -Brillouin scattering proce sse s, in various
processes of enerf,y exchange between waves in a plasma,
and so on (see [rs ).
At the present time the theory of type (1) processes
(which we shall call decay processes) is developed
mainly in the approximation which is linear in the amplitudes of the secondary waves [1,3J and it describes the
initial stage of the process: the transfer of energy from
the pumping to the secondary waves. However, in many
experimental conditions the linear approximation is not
satisfied and the reaction. of the secondary on the pumping wave plays an important role. To take this effect
into account one must construct a consistent nonlinear
theory. Such a theory was developed by Armstrong
et al. [4J for the strongly idealized case of the interaction
of three monochromatic waves. They showed in [4J that
when there is no dissipation the development of the decay
process (1) leads to a periodic exchange of energy between the pumping and the secondary waves; it is clear
from the results of this paper that the problem of the
finite intensities and the spectral characteristics of
bounded wave packets which undergo a strong decay interaction is far from trivial.
In stable media which allow only waves with positive
energy to propagate the type (1) decay processes are the
only three-wave resonance processes. In unstable media
in which waves with a negative energy are allowed to
propagate (e.g., a plasma with a current) a three-wave
interaction is possible which satisfies the resonance
conditions:
(2)

Conditions (2) can be satisfied only if at least one of the
frequencies W· is negative and they describe the process
1 of three quanta from the vacuum " -an
of the "creation
explosive instability of the medium. The explosive instability is a process which is by its very nature nonlinear.
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As in the decay situation one can easily construct a
theory for it for the case of strictly monochromatic
waves. [5J In this case the result of the development of
the explosive instability is that after a finite time all
three wave amplitudes become infinite. It is clear that
when finite wave packets interact one must expect the appearance of Singularities of their amplitudes which are
localized in space.
We consider in the present paper (both decay and explosive) resonance interactions of three one-dimensional
wave packets in a nondissipative medium. We apply to
this problem a relatively new mathematical technique:
the inverse scattering method. This method was first
used in 1967 by Gardner, Green!!] Kruskal, and Miura [6J
and subsequently improved in [7 9 ; it enables one to
study efficiently several nonlinear equations without any
assumptions whatever about the nonlinearity level of the
form of the initial conditions. The inverse scattering
method has been successfully applied to the Kortewegde Vries equation, [6-9J to the nonlinear "parabolic"
equation of stationary self-focusing and defocusing, [1!r1SJ
to the problem of the propagation of a pulse through a
two-level medium, [1<t-16J to several systems with discrete degrees of freedom, [17,18J and so on.
When we use the inverse scattering method the solution of the initial problem reduces for the equation
studied to the solution of the direct and the inverse spectral problems for some linear operator. In principle the
application of this method must enable us to find the solution for any initial conditions and at all times. In reality,
however, one has to be satisfied with less: a study of the
asymptotic solutions as t - ± 00 and also finding a set of
separate exact solutions which enable us, however, to
formulate rather complete ideas about the general properties of the solutions. In the present paper the use of
the inverse scattering method enables us to study efficiently the scattering of wave packets due to their decay
resonance interaction and in the case of "long" (i.e.,
strongly nonlinear) packets to find explicit expressions
for the finite wave amplitudes. It then turns out that the
physical picture of the interaction depends in a fundamental way on the ratio of the velocities of the pumping
and the secondary waves: if the group velocity of the
pumping wave lies between the velocities of the secondary waves a long pumping wave packet is unstable and
decays practically completely when colliding with arbitrarily small secondary wave packets. The exact solutions which we have found refer to this situation. If,
however, the velocity of the pumping packet is the largest or the smallest, the disintegration of the pumping
wave is possible only when it collides with sufficiently
strong secondary wave packets.
Copyright © 1976 American Institute of Physics
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p=q (a,-a,) 'I, (a,-a,) 'I, (a,-a,) 'I'[a,b,-a,b,+a,b,-a,b,+a,b,-a,b,)-'.
We also find for the case of an explosive instability a
set of exact solutions which describe the occurrence of
Eliminating the quantities bi from (9) we get
localized singularities of the wave amplitudes for bounded
wave packets.

We must note that the mathematical facts used in the
present paper are given without proper argumentation,
which can be found in [19, 20J . We shall also omit many
derivations which have by now become standard in the
given framework. We proved in [21] that the inverse
scattering method was in principle applicable to the
problem considered. The results of the fresent paper
were published earlier as a preprint. [19_
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND NECESSARY
RESULTS FROM SCATTERING THEORY

The equations which describe the processes of interest to us are well known (see, e.g., [1,2 J ). We give them
in an explicitly Hamiltonian form. [22J Let the ui(x, t) be
the complex amplitudes of packets which have the appropriate dispersion laws, and vi their group velocities.
Then
au,

au,

at

ax

----. + V2,-'- =
au,

au,..

at + V3 --a:; =

l-q

.•

•

lq UiU a ,

•

this means that if a3 > 0, the velocity of the wave 1 (Le.,
the pumping wave in the case of the reduction (7)) lies
between the velocities of the waves 2 and 3, i.e., either
V2 > Vi > V3, or V3 > V1 > V2. If, however, a3 < 0,
a2 > 0, the wave 3 has the intermediate velocity, while
the wave 1 has the largest or the smallest: V1 > V3 > V2
or V2 > V3 > V1' The properties of the operator L, and
hence the behavior of the solutions of the set (3), depend
strongly on the sign of the quantity a3.
We now give the necessary facts relating to the scattering problem for the operator L of (5). We consider
the matrix equation
(11)
with a real spectral 'Parameter A. Assuming that the
functions ui(x) decrease sufficiently fast as Ixl - 00 we
determine two partial solutions of (11), lji*(x, A) and
lji-(x, A), by-their asymptotic behavior as x - ± 00:

(3)

UIU z

The scattering matrix of the operator L is defined as the
ratio of these solutions:

in the case of the decay process (1) and
au,
au,...
-+
at v,-=
ax lqU t ua,

'V (x,

au,
au,...
-+
V3~= lqU I U z
at
ax

(4)

I.) =Ijl- (x, I.) 8 (I.),

8(A) is unimodular:
(12)

det 8(1.) =1.

for the explosive instability. Here q is the interaction
constant which can, without loss of generality, be assumed to be real.

For the reduction (7) the scattering matrix is A-unitary:

We consider a pair of linear differential operators L
and M:

and for the reduction (8) it is GA-unitary:
S-'(I.) =G-'A-'S+(I.)AG,

d

L=iA dx +[A,Q],

(5)

d
M=iB dx +[B,Q]'

(6)

where A and B are constant N x N diagonal matrices,
Aik = ai 6ik' a1 > a2 > ... > aN' ai f. 0, Bik = b i 6 ik, and
Q is also a square matrix with elements which are
functions of x and, moreover, depend on the time t as a
parameter. By a direct calculation one verifies easily
that if we choose Q in the form
Q=(

-p(a,~a,)-"'U;,
-p (a,-a,) -'I,U,',

p (a.-a,) -'I,u"
0,
-p (a,-a,) -,},u,',

p (a.-a,) -'I,U.
p(a,-a,)-'''u,
0

)

(7)

or
Q= (

p(a,~a')-'I'u;,
-p(a.-a,) -",U"

p (a,-a,) -'I,U"
0,
p(a,-a,)-'I,u;,

(13)

S-'(I.) =A -'S+(I.)A,

p(a.-a,)-'I,u,· )
p (a,-a,) -'I,U, ,
0

where G is a diagonal matrix, G11 = G33 = -G22 = 1. If
a3 > 0, the elements 8 11 (A) and 833(A) of the scattering
matrix allow an analytical continuation into the upper
and lower half-planes of the spectral parameter A,
respectively. As I AI - 00, 8 11 , 833 - 1. If a3 < 0, a2 > 0,
833(A) is analytical in the upper half-plane and 822(A) in
the lower one while the boundary values of these functions are also equal to unity.
If the functions ui(X) depend on the time, the scattering matrix also becomes a function of time. In that case,
if the ui (x, t) change with time according to (3) or (4) one
can easily find the function 8(t) explicitly:
S,,(I.,t)=s .. (I.,O)exP[i(:: -

(8)

we can write the set (3) (or (4), respectively) in the form

::)t.t].

(14)

Equation (14) solves, in fact, the problem of integrating
the set (3) or (4); the Cauchy problem for either of these
sets can thus be solved by the standard scheme of the
inverse scattering method:

{)L/{)t=i[L, M],
u,(x, 0) ..... S.. (I., 0) ..... S", (I., t) ..... u,(x, t).

which enables us to apply to the sets considered the inverse scattering method. The velocities vi are then expressed in terms of the coefficients of the operators L
and M as follows:
€l2b3~a3b2

V3=---,

aZ -a3

while the quantity p occurring in Eqs. (7) and (8) is
843
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(9)

Because of (14) the nontrivial stages in that scheme are
the first and the last. One must in the first stage solve
the direct scattering problem for the operator L and in
the last one the inverse problem. Both these and the
other problems reduce to considering linear equations,
i.e., the set (11) or the set of equations of the inverse
problem (see [20, 19J ).
V. E. Zakharov and S. V. Manakov
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The inverse scattering method can, however, also be
used for another problem: the construction of some exact solutions of the sets (3) or (4) using the given scattering matrix. The analysis of such solutions aids to
formulate ideas about the solutions of the systems considered. An algorithm for constructing such solutions
and the Simplest of them are given in the next section.

where 1m An > 0 and 1m }J.n < O. For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that all zeroes are simple ones
and we shall, moreover, assume that none of the zeroes
of S11 and S33 are each other's complex conjugates.
The above determined partially solutions of the problem (11) I/I+(x, A) and I/I-(A) are then analytical in the
whole of the complex A-plane, except a finite number of
pOints where the elements of these matrices have simple
poles. One can, for instance, show (see [20, 19J ) that

The general scheme for applying the inverse scattering method is appreciably Simplified if we are interested
only in the connection between the asymptotic solutions
,h. +(
))
(., I )_~ + a, ~N' Ga,,'IjJ,,+ (x, An')exp(iAn'xla,) , (15)
of the set (3) as t - ± 00, i.e., in the problem of the scatexp lAX at
a
'A-An·
tering of wave packets by one another. If we state it in
that way, at t - - 0 0 the wave packets are spatially separated and, hence, do not interact. It is clear that the
order in which these packets are positioned is determined by the ratio of their velocities Vi' To fix the ideas,
let V1 > V3 > V2. At t - - 00 the packet U1 is at the left
and then U3 and U2. The scattering matrix can then be
written in the form S = Sr)Sr)S~-), where the S!-) are the
1
"partial" scattering matrices, i.e., the scattering matrices of the operators Li obtained from the operator L
of (5) if we put in it all u bar ui equal to zero. Each such Here I/Ilj(x, A) are the elements of the matrix </J+(x, A),
() ij is the Kronecker symbol,
scattering matrix is appreciably simpler than the complete one as it clearly contains only four nontrivial ele(18)
ments.
and G = 1 in the case of the decay instability (3), (7) or
We can, further, assume that as t - + 00 the wave
G =-1 for the explosive instability (4), (8). The quantipackets, having undergone a decay interaction, also turn
ties
S12( An) and S32«(.I.n) which occur in Eqs. (18) can in
out to be spatially separated. Their positions will then
the case of finite functions ui (x) be considered to be the
be the inverted one, and the scattering matrix can be
result of the analytical continuation of the corresponding
written in the form S = S~+)s~+)sl+), where the S!+) are
elements of the scattering matrix on the real axis; when
again partial scattering matrices. It follows f/om Eq.
performing the subsequent calculations it will be suffi(14) that the two preceding relations, obtained in the
cient if we know their time-depender.ce which follows
limiting cases as t - ± 00 are identically valid at all
from Eqs. (14) through analytically continuing the latter
times. Hence follows a simple way to solve the problem
into the complex plane; S12(An' t) and S32«(.I.n' t) are then
of the connection of the asymptotic states of the wave
arbitrary constants for t = O.
packets as t - ± 00. This problem can be solved using
the scheme
We note now that Eqs. (15) to (17) enable us to determine the functions </J ij (x, A) uniquely. To do this it is
ut) (x, t) -+S:-) (A, t) -+S (1.,0) -+S:+) (A, t) -+u,<+) (x, t).
sufficient to put A = An in (15), A = (.I. n in (17), and in
A consistent application of this scheme enables us to
Eq. (16) let A take on the values Ari or (.I. ri, after which
obtain directly in terms of the initial partial scattering
we obtain a closed set of linear equations for the funcmatrices
(A) explicit expressions for the integral
intensities, produced as a result of the interaction of the tions </Ji1(x, A), iJ!i2(x, A*), </Ji.2(x, (.1.*), "'i3(x, }J.), and,
solving them, we determine in that way the set of funcpackets
(x, t), This is done in Sec. 3.
tions <Ptj(x, A). It is clear, moreover, that to determine
the functions ui(x, t) in the operator L of (5) it is suffi2. EXACT SOLUTIONS
cient to know only one of the solutions of (11).
In principle the inverse scattering method enables us
't'il

x,~.

-VH

-

2

71=1

st

uti

to find an extremely rich set of exact solutions of the
sets (3) and (4) which is everywhere dense. Such solutions are connected with scattering matrices with elements which, apart from an exponential factor, are
rational functions of the spectral parameter A. However,
in the present paper we restrict ourselves to constructing solutions which are the analogues of the well-known
N-soliton solutions of the KdV equation which correspond to "non-reflecting" scattering matrices.
We shall assume that a3 > 0, i.e., when applying it
to the set (3), we shall consider the case where the
velocity of the pumping wave is the intermediate one. If
the off-diagonal elements of the scattering matrix are
identically equal to zero for real values of A, the above
described properties of the elements of the scattering
matrix S11(A) and S33(A) enable us to determine these
elements unambiguously through their zeroes:

II
HI

S,,(A)=

'A-An
A-An'

N~

S,,(A)=

n=1

844
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II

A-J.tn
A-fin' '

One sees easily that

where the Qij(x) are the coefficient functions of the
operator L of (5) which are connected with the solutions
of the set (3) or (4), respectively, by Eqs. (7) or (8).
We have thus given a prescription to construct exact
solutions of the sets (3) and (4). We consider the simplest
of such solutions in the case of the decay instability.
Let S11(A) have just a Single zero at a point A in the
upper half-plane while S33 == 1. Performing the appropriate calculations we find that such a scattering
matrix corresponds to a "potential" Q of the form
Q13 = Q23 = 0:

n=1

V, E, Zakharov and S. V. Manakov
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1 1) (x-v,t-x,)

I.-I.'
X ch- ,[ i -( ~ - ~
2
a2,
at

0

(19)
]

,

case when these constants are somehow interrelated.
Let, for instance, A - Il * - 0, S12 - 0, so that
S12/(A -Il*) - const = T. Then
L'l (x, t) =1 +...!!! IS"I'e'('-"),,,(%-,,t)
a2

where

+ a,~, II.-I.'I'IS"I'I TI'e'('-"""(o-.,."
az

'I',=argS", x,,= __2__ (~_~)-\n(!2.)'/'_1_,
i(I.-I.')
a,
a,
a,
IS"I

(25)

Using (7) we call solution (19) a wave 2 soliton. Similarly, if Sl1 == 1 and S33(1l) = 0, we have Q12 = Q13 = 0,

~-=-I"

exp [i 1'+1" ( ~ 21 a,a,
2
a3

I,J" =

xch-'[i

I'-~(~-~)
2

~)

lA-f..' F'S32°Tel"'hl(X-lllt)

(X-1J3t) +i'l'3 ]

Q"

a,

(x-v 3t-x,')],

a3
az
<jl3=-arg S",

x,'= i(/-I') (

~, - ;3) -'In( :: f

ILl

(20)

-a wave 3 soliton.
From the point of view of the set (3) these solutions
are by themselves of no interest as they are trivial (the
amplitude of only one of the packets is nonvanishing).
We have, however, given the explicit form of these solutions as the picture of the scattering of such packets by
one another looks very simple, The solution describing
the collision of the secondary waves by one another can
be obtained from the nonreflecting scattering matrix in
which the elements Sl1( A) and S33( A) have up to a single
zero, The above described procedure leads to the potential
1 (I.-I.') (1'-1") S,,8,; exp[O.l" (x-v,t) +il"l,,(x-v,t)]
Q13=.
' (21)
a,
1.-1'
L'l(x,t)
I.-I.' 8" exp{il.l21 (x-v,t)}
Q" = - - - - - - - =-:..-~~
a,
L'l (x, t)
X

ill +~

(22)

1',-1. IS"I'exP[i(f"-l'h,,(x-v,t)]},
a,l'-1.

Q,,=

[1-f1'
a,

8,; exp{il"'32 (x-v,l) }
L'l(x,t)

X{1 + a,a, t.1.:-1'18,,1'
exp[i(I.-I.'h" (x-v,t)] },
-fl
[). Ix, t) = [1

+ ::

(23)

ISI2I'e i "-"""(.<-<,,t) ] [ 1 + :: IS"I'e i ("-,>1,,(%-.,.,]

+~ (I.-I.:), (f1-f1') IS I'IS I'
a,'
IA-f1'I'
""
X exp[i(A-A'h,,(x-v,t)+i(I"-f1h,,(x-v,t)],

(24)

One sees easily that the solution obtained is, asymptotically as t - ± 00, a superposition of solitons of the
secondary waves with amplitudes which as t - 00 are
exactly the same as their values when t - -00; the whole
collision effect thus reduces to a shift in the phases and
the coordinates of the centers of the solitons, expressions for which can easily be found from (21) to (24). If,
for instance, V2 > V3, we have
L'lX"""x,'(+OO)-X"(-oo)= __
2_~"-'lnl 1.-1' 1
i(A-I.') ,

I.-I"

'

--I,

2
11.-1'"
L'l x3'=---1,,-'ln
i(I"-f1)

If then V3 > VI, we see easily from (21), (22), and (25)
that as t - -00 we have Q12, Q23 - 0, and

1.-1'

The expression obtained for Q13 is completely analogous
to (19) and (20); for that reason we shall call that kind
of solution a pumping wave soliton. However, as t - 00
the solution again consists of secondary wave solitons;
the solution found thus describeS the total decay of the
pumping soliton into secondary wave solitons. Completely analogously, taking in (21) to (24) the limits as
A - Il * - 0, Sf2/( A - Il *) - const, we get a solution
describing the fusion of secondary wave solitons into a
pumping soliton, if V3 > VI > V2, and the decay of the
pumping soliton when the velocity ratios are the opposite, If, however, we put in (21) to (24) A -Il* - 0,
S12 - 0, S32 - 0, S32 - 0, Sl~:2 /( A - Il *) - const, we get
a "pure" pumping soliton.
We can Similarly also consider the analogous situation when S11(A) and S33(A) have an arbitrary number of
zeroes. It then turns out that the solutions obtained contain, asymptotically as t - ± 00, only secondary waves;
if, however, we take in the solutions obtained the limit
as An - Ilk for some nand k, and putting the
S12( An )/( An - Ilk) - const, the expressions obtained,
which are also exact solutions of the set (3), will, as
t - - 00, contain, in general, all three packets, including
the pumping packet, which vanishes as t - +00. The solutions corresponding to scattering matrices in which
Sl1(A) = S:3(A*) describe in the general case the spontaneous decay of the pumping packet into secondary wave
packets or the inverse process of the total fusion of the
latter into the pumping packet, or even both at the same
time. If, on the other hand, some of the An are "close"
to some Ilk' in the scattering of the secondary wave
packets there arises a situation when after a sufficiently
long time there exists a pumping packet which is spatially separated from the main bulk of the secondary
waves which have amplitudes which are small in the
region where the pumping wave is localized, The period
during which such an "intermediate asymptotic behavior"
exists can be very long; it depends logarithmically on
/ An - Ilk/'
We now consider the case of the explosive instability.
We must then put G = - 1 in Eqs. (15) to (17). It is clear
that we can use the formulae which we have already obtained, replacing in them Si2(A) and St2(lln)' respectively,
by -SM An) and -S:2(Jln)' Amongst the solutions occurring then only the solution obtained from (25) is regular
as t - -00. It takes the form
"A-A"
Q13=--

S13eihT31(X-v/l)

0,

We note that ~x~ is always negative while ~x~ > 0, and
in the limit / A - Il * / - 0, ~~ - - 00, ~x~ _ 00. The cause
for such a retardation of the solitons is obvious enough.
The solution (21) to (24) depends on four arbitrary
complex constants. Of great interest, however, is the
845
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az- I

1+a,a,a2-3IA~I.·I'18"1'ITI2e'''-''lT,,(%-,,t)

=

L'l(x, t)

,

A-I': S32"e 1"T32(X-v at)
Q23=-,
a,
L'l(x,t)

Q,,=_ A-A' S"S"
a, L'l (x, t)

1.+1.'
A-I.'
Xexp [ i 2 -,,,(x-v,t)+ i 2 - (,,,(x-v,t) +,32 (x-v 3t)) ],

L'l (x, t) =1+ !2.IS"I'e,(,-,·),,,(,-·,t) - ~ IS"I'e'('-")'''(%-'''),
as

V. E. Zakharoy and S, V. Manakoy

a2,

(26)
845

~)

Here S32 and S1,3 are arbitrary constants. One sees easily Using now the expression for Xj (x,
that Ll(X, t), starting at some time t ~ t*, vanishes for
Aij(x, ~):
several values of x. Simple calculations give
ia;)(;(x,A)=

in terms of the

1: (a,-a.)Qj,(x)A,.;(x,A),
Il+i

i.e., at t = t* there occurs in the solution (26) a singularity at the point

we get an expansion for the quantity Xj(x' A):
w

~

)(;(x,A)= ,--x;

(n)

(x)/An,

ai-a" a2 2a,,-2
a 2-a"
1 }
x·=-,---,--,----:- v , l " - ' I n - - - - - v ' l " - ' I n - - - - .
(1.-,:) (v,-v,)
a,-a, IS"I'
a,-a, IS,,["
i

{

The amplitudes of the packets then behave as (x -x*r2.
The solution obtained describes the spontaneous explosion of a soliton of the wave which has the intermediate
velocity.
In the general case given initial conditions lead as the
result of the development of the explosive instability to
the formation of a singularity if the elements Sll(A) and
S33(~) have zeroes. If, for instance, initially the amplitudes of the waves with the largest and smallest velocities are small compared to the amplitude of the wave
with the intermediate velocity the condition for the occurrence of zeroes in Sll( ~) and S33( A) is of the form
(27)

qlu,IL,Il'lv,-v,llv,-v,l;;;.c,

where Ul and Ll are the characteristic amplitude and
length of the packet of wave 1, while the number c ~ 1;
the exact value of c depends on the shape of packet 1 and
can not be evaluated for a packet of arbitrary shape. In
accordance with what has been said (27) is the criterion
for the formation of a singularity from the initial conditions of the type indicated.

We note further that we get directly from (28) the relation

s)(;(s, A)ds

=

(30)

In Sjj(A),

whence by virtue of the conservation of Sjj (~) it follows
that the quantities

,n)-·S ,n) ( )d

I;

-I

X

)(;

X

are integrals of the set (3). Equations (29) give us the
possibility to evaluate all ~n). As applied to the set (3)
the
give the well-known Manley-Rowe relations. We
give also for the set (3) the second integrals:

It

+pa [
j

a,-a,
] 'I,
}
(u,'u,u,+u,u,'u,) dx.
(a,-a,) (a,-a,)

3. SCATTERING OF WAVE PACKETS

In the present section we consider the problem of the
connection between the asymptotic solutions of the set
(3), i.e., the problem of the resonance scattering of wave
packets. We obtain explicit expressions for the integral
intensities of the wave packets arising as t - 00, directly
in terms referring to t - - 0 0 . First, however, we must
study the integrals of motion of the set (3). To do this
we write IV (X, ~) in the form
I/l,/ (x, I.) ='\; exp ( - i

+ (1-I5,;)A,;(x, A)exp (- i

x+

~),

and, eliminating Xj (x,

(28)

we get for Aij (x, A)

.
~u - a,A u '-~ (a;-a.)Q"A,.;+a;(a,-a; ) Q,;
Ul,a,--

ax

•

+a;

1:
..., (a,-a.) Q..A,.;=i.(a;-a,) A".

From this equation there follows a recurrence relation
for the coefficients of the asymptotic expansion of
Aij(x, A) in powers of 1/~. Putting
~ A:~) (x)

An

'M')

1

{.

-a,

~

ax

h*j

1: A ,;n,) 1: (a;-a,) Qj.A~n.) },
n l +n2=n
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oA:,")

(n)

(x)=-- Ul,a,--+a; ~(a,-a,)Q ..A,;
ai-ai

It
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We now turn directly to the problem of the scattering
of the packets. We first of all consider the case where
the velocity of the pumping wave is the intermediate one.
To fix the ideas we shall assume that Vz < Vl < V3. It is
clear that as t - ±oo any solution decays into non-interacting packets. As t - - 0 0 the packets are then positioned along the x-axis in the order 3, 1, 2. As t - + 00
the sequence of the packets is the reverse. The transition matrix (Le., the scattering matrix) can be written in
the form
S(t) =s:-) S/-l S,'-),

t->--oo,
t->-co,

(31)

where the Se) are the partial transition matrices, described below. It is clear that the asymptotic behavior
(31) is by virtue of (14) valid at any time. Referring both
representations (31) to the time t = 0 we get

we find
Ai}

a2a3

S(t)= sl+) S:+) S\+) ,

A,;(x,A)=~--,
::

+a,-a,
I"»)
-,

It)

j )(;(s, A)ds)
x

J

I")
_ -, (a,-a,
P -p
--,

There is no Simple physical interpretation for the other
integrals
(n ~ 3).

"

~

as can the momentum P:
ata3

~, x + j x; (s, I.) ds )
,

The Hamiltonian of the set (3) can be expressed in terms
of these integrals:

(32)

n= 1, 2, ... ,

(29)

Relation (32) and the analytical properties of the diagonal
elements of the Si enable us, as we shall show below, to
V. E. Zakharov and S. V. Manakov
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st.

determine unamibguously the S1') for given
Re-establishing then the amplitudes of the packets ut>(x, t) in
terms of the
we completely determine the characteristics of the wave packets which occur as a result of
the scattering.

the O"i. In view of the analytical properties of 0". it is
sufficient for this to determine the position of tbe zeroes
of O"i for 1m A > O. Equating the matrix elements
(s~SiS;)11' (s~sIs;h3 and (s3sis2)11, (S;SiS2h3 we find

First of all we study in detail the properties of the
partial transition matrices. Putting in the operator L of
(5) all Qij = 0 except Qa{3' Q{3a (= -Qi'i(3) we get instead
of (11)

From this it follows at once that if O""2(A) = 0, 0"1,3 f. 0,
also O";'(A) = 0, 0"1,3(A) f. 0 and if 0"3(A) = 0, O"i,2(A) .; 0,
then 0"3(A) = 0,0"1,2 f. O.

st

ia~

a",~

ax + (a.-a,) Q.,,,,,=A,,,.,

ia,

a""
ax + (a.-a,)Q.,·",.=A"",
. a"" = ""',, t*o;,~.
.
w'r;;-

(33)

The set (33) is a particular case of (11). It is clear that
Sik = 0ik' if i, k f. Q', {3. There are thus in this case only
four nontrivial elements in the transition matrix:
SaQ" SQ'{3' S{3Q" and S{3{3' We put Q' < (3. In that case, as
a3 > 0, the quantities SQ'Q'(A) are analytical in the upper
A-half-plane, and the S{3{3 in the lower one. By virtue of
(12) and (13) we then have

(39)

We restrict here the considerations to the situation
when Sl1(;\) and S33(A) have only simple zeroes, i.e., the
case when the zeroes of 0"1 and a2 or of 0"1 and 0"3 are not
the same. The general case can be obtained by taking
the limit. Bearing this restriction in mind we see that if
0"1(A) = 0, it follows from (39) that either (1;(A) = 0, or
ai(A) = a;(A) = O. Equating the elements (sis;s;hl and
(SSSiS2hl «SiS;S3hl =-(1111~* =-(131)2* -0"2111-*173
= (S3"SiS2)21) we see that if (s3"sis"2hl f. 0, (1i(A) f. 0, (1i(A)
=(1;(A) = 0. Similarly, if O"I(A) f. 0, O""2(A) = 0"3(A) = 0, it
follows then from the equation

since 1)"2(A) and in view of (39), that O"i(A) = 0, 0"~,3(A}
If, however, O"I(A) = 0 and «(13112* + 0""21)'1* 113)(A) = 0,
then also (1l(A) = 0, 0";',3(A) f. O. We thus see that the
It will be more convenient to use in what follows instead
position of the zeroes of O"1<A) is uniquely determined by
of the transition matrix S the matrix s with the elements
the partial scattering matrices si. We found that the
zeroes of O"i( A) either produce zeroes in 0";'( A), a;( A)
(35)
(lying at the same pOints as for (11(A», or remain with
which is clearly unitary and unimodular. In terms of s
a;:(A). The latter occurs only when (0"31);;* + 0"2111*113)(A)
(34) can be rewritten as
= O. It is clear, however, that any change in the amplitudes of the colliding packets, however small, shifts in
general the zero of the last expression from the point A
(We note that the diagonal elements of the matrices S
to a point close to it. However, we must then already
and s are the same.)
relate this zero in al to the zeroes of 0";',3 and not to (1;.
In
the general case the vanishing of the combination
We now introduce the following notation:
mentioned here has zero probability. We shall therefore
not consider such a situation just now. (We shall, hows.± = (' a ± ~ ~±)' s.± = (- a;;. :~~ ~), S3± = (~ a~± r~±)
ever,
describe below the behavior of the solution in that
-Ili" 0 a.±*
0
0 i
0 - TJf af '
case.) The zeroes of O";:(A) arise therefore only when the
zeroes of (12 and 0"3 coincide. We denote the zeroes of
where the s~ are matrices connected through Eq. (35)
O"i(A) by Atn>, and we then number the coincident zeroes
with the partial transition matrices S(!). The O"~( A) are
1
of 0"2 and 0"3 (let their total number be M) by the numbers
then analytical in the upper A-half-plane and
from 1 to M and we shall assume that A~n> = A!n), n ~ M.
(36)
Ia,(A) I'+ ITJ,(A) 1'=1.
The zeroes of 0"1 ( A) are then A~n), n = 1, ... , M. The
zeroes of O"~(A) lie at the pOints A~n), n = M + 1, ... , N3;
We shall in what follows consider only the scattering of
A~n), n = 1, "" N1 • To determine arg 0"1(;\) we consider
finite wave packets. In that case all elements of the
the function
transition matrix are analytical in the whole A-plane.
(34)

f. O.

,

o

Equation (32) which for the s:t matrices has, as before, the form
enables us to find at once 1001(A) I and
SI:(A). Using (36) we have
+2_

+2_~
1 I I"

2

la, I -1-ls"l, la, I -

~

8 31

1)~(A)

where the Aim) are all the zeroes of O"i.(A). It is clear
that the function considered is analytical in the upper
half-plane and tends to zero as IAI - 00, 1m A ~ O. In
view of this we have

for given

1

+2_~

la, 1- 1_1 8 31 I'

+(1.)- 1 '\" In A_",+l ft )
1 f-1nla'+(A') I d '
"-A+(n)' --;1.'-1.
".

arga,.
111

+_

•

--S:Hl

+_

su'"
1'}z ----:;:-,

-i,(,..,j

,_ex>

l

(37)

cr,

It is clear from (37) that for a complete determination
of the
matrices we must still know the arguments of

We have thus completely determined the partial transition matrices si. Using the inverse method equations
(see [10, 20J ) we can now in principle completely determine
the asymptotic behavior of the solution as t - 00. However, we can find an answer to the most interesting physical problems also without solving the inverse method
equations. We find directly from (30), by calculating the
first term in the expansion of In O"~(A) in powers of 1/A:
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Expressing the elements of the matrix s(O) in terms of
O"i and 1)i we get
S31=~-cr2-03 -*T}l-"+llz -·113-~,

821=-03-112-*-02 -Tjl-·f).3-,

8 11=0,-0'2-,

833=0',-'0,1-*,

Sn=-O':!-*lls -* -0'3 -*111-·'112-.

st
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(38)

1
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and S3 are exactly the same. If the packets ui and u3
satisfy the quaSi-classical condition, there then occurs a
practically complete fusion of the secondary waves into
where the ui(x, t) are the asymptotic expressions of the
a pumping wave. However, as the quaSi-classical condiui(x. t) as t - ±"". and the A~m) the zeroes of the <7 (A).
tion is very sensitive to small changes in Ya j3 (x), the apEquations (40) together with (37) give expressions for
pearance of a strong pumping wave occurs clearly only
the integral intensities of the packets which occur as
in an intermediate stage; asymptotically as t - + 00 it
t - 00.
decays. A similar situation occurs if some of the zeroes
We consider the most interesting special cases. When of. <7"2(A) and ai(A) are very close to one another. In that
case we can state that the scattering of the secondary
a strong (qL1Ul/v » 1) pumping packet collides with
wave packets takes place in stages. As a result of the
small secondary wave packets (qL2,3U2,3/v « 1) for
interaction in the first stage there appear three packets
which the 11;'3(A) have no zeroes, we can neglect in (40)
with distances between them which can be large. The
the integral terms. As a result we get
intensity of the pumping wave is then

1

1 In(1-lo,-'o,-'T),-'-T),-'T).-'I')-' dl...
J- lu,+(x, t) I' dx -J
2
Jlu,+(x,t)I'dx'" J lu,+(x,t)I'dx=y ~Iml..:n).
=

_~

2np'_~

Oi)

OIl

_00

-co

Jlu,(x)I'dx= :'

n=1

The initial intensity of the pumping wave is (see (40))

j lu,-(x,t)I'dx'" !,E Iml..~·),
_00

n~l

We see thus that in the case considered the initial intensity of the pumping wave decays practically completely.
In general the partial problems of (33) for the intensities of the packets simplify considerably. Indeed,
putting in (33)

and neglecting terms ~ aQaj3 lax we get for cP a:
(41)

where

The potential Yaj3(x) in the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation (41) satisfies then in the case of strong
packets the quasi-classical condition Y~/~La{3 » 1 and
the quantities lIi (A) tUrn out to be exponentially small in
the parameter y 1/2 L. From the pOint of view of the inverse scattering method such potentials are completely
determined by the zeroes of the O"i(;\), i.e., the Aln) and
the corresponding quantities l1i (;\In)). The zeroes of the
<7i lie then at the pOints ;\n = H' naa aj3 Ila a - a{3l where
the -,~ are the eigenvalues of (41) which are determined
by the quaSi-classical quantization rule:
4YVa,(x)-~n'dx=2n(n+'/')'

Their total number N ~ yl/2L is large. Therefore, in the
general case of the collision of large packets the intensities of the waves which occur are described by Eqs.
(40) in which we must neglect the contributions from the
continuous spectrum.
We note also that in the case of a collision of strong
secondary wave packets there occurs, as a rule, no
pumping wave in the asymptotic behavior as t - "", as
the coincidence of the zeroes of O""2(A) and O"i(A) is a very
improbable event. By a special "preparation" of the
packets 2 and 3 one can, however, achieve the coincidence of the zeroes of <7"2 and ai. If, in particular,
ll2-

(x)/Y! v,-v,! =u,- (x")lY I v,-v,!,

one sees easily that the partial transition matrices S2
848
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where the summation is over the zeroes of <7"2(A) which
are close to zeroes of <73(A) while the amplitudes of the
packets 2 and 3 are small, but nevertheless non-zero, in
the region where the pumping packet is localized. The
time during which such an intermediate state exists may
be very long. Finally, in the last stage the pumping
packet decays practically completely. Simple estimates
show that the lifetime of the intermediate state depends
on the distance I~;\ I between the close zeroes of a2 and
0"3 as In(1/I~AI).
A similar effect of the formation of an "intermediate
asymptotic behavior" also occurs in the case where a
pumping packet collides with secondary wave packets, if
the quantity 10(;\) = 0""3(;\)1J2*(A*) + <72(;\)111*(;\*)1J3(;\) is
small at the zero of <71(;\). We shall show below that, if
10 = 0, a zero of <71(A) does not lead to zeroes of <7H;\) or
<7;(;\), but to a zero of O"~(;\) which, according to (40),
means the conservation of the corresponding contribution to the pumping intensity as t - 00, One understands
easily, however, that the case of a small 10 means the
occurrence of an intermediate state of the kind just described, The lifetime of such a state depends logarithmically on IE I.
Equations (40) and (37) shOW also that when "small"
packets, for which the <7~(;\) do not have zeroes; scatter,
the integral intensities 6f the waves are of the same
order as t - ± 00. For instance, when small secondary
wave packets collide, a pumping wave is produced with
intensity
~

f lu,+ (x, t) I' dx

_~

1

~

= --,

2np

fIn

_~

1
I _ _ I,dl...
1- T)2 1'],

We emphasize, however, that the absence of zeroes of
the <7i(;\) does not at all mean that the ui(x) are smalL
The amplitude of the packet (and its integral intensity)
can then be arbitrarily large, provided the spectral width
of the packet is sufficiently large. However, in this case
a strong (but in k-space sufficiently wide) pumping
packet when colliding with small (in the sense of having
a small amplitude) secondary wave packets does practically not decay and even suffers little change in its
shape, Only such a situation can be considered in the
approximation of a given pumping field. Indeed, one can
see from (37) that the partial transition matrix s~(;\) is
close to sl(A) provided O"I(A) has no zeroes and
11J;(A)1J3(;\)1 « 1171(;\)' This is, strictly speaking, also
the criterion for the applicability for the approximation
of a given pumping field in the case when the pumping
velocity is neither the largest nor the smallest.
V. E. Zakharov and S. V. Manakov
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We summarize what has been said. A sufficiently
strong pumping wave which satisfies the quasi-classical
condition decays completely when it collides with any
secondary wave packets. The interaction process can
then be accompanied by the appearance of "intermediate
asymptotic behavior" and the residual pumping intensity
decreases when its amplitude in the "input" increases.

A small change in the pumping intensity (and in its
shape) occurs also when the pumping wave collides with
small secondary wave packets. The expressions for the
amplitudes of these waves can then be obtained in the
approximation of a given pumping field.

A nontrivial dynamics occurs when strong packets of
the pumping wave and of wave 3 collide. 1) Assuming that
We studied the scattering of packets in the case when the conditions qu 1L1 Iv » 1, qU3L3 Iv » 1 are satisfied,
we are again led from problem (33) to (41); however,
the pumping velocity is the intermediate one. In most
now the potential V a{3(x) in Eq. (41) is positive. USing
physical situations the group velocity of the pumping
wave is larger (in absolute magnitude) than the velocithe well-known formulae of the quasi-classical approxities of the secondary waves which appear when it decays. mation we easily find expressions for 0'1(;\) and 0'3(;\),
It is clear from Eq. (10) that this is possible only when
Substituting then the answers obtained into (43) and (44)
a3 < 0 (if a1 > a2 > 0). To fix the ideas we put V1 > V3
we see that if
> V2. For such velocity ratios we must write instead of
a,(a,-a,)
I
'
(45)
maxlll,-(X) I'>
) max ll,'-(X) 1-,
(32)

a 2 (a,-a,

(42)

st

st

As above, we can easily find
for given
after
which we can without difficulty get explicit expressions
for the integral intensities of the packets which are
formed. However, we must then bear in mind that as
a3 < 0, the regions of analyticity of the diagonal elements
of the
are, in general, not the same as in the case
considered above.

the integral Jlui(x, t)I 2dx is exponentially small, i.e., the
pumping wave decays almost completely. (45) is thus the
condition for the annihilation of the pumping wave when
strong packets of waves 1 and 3 collide. Using Eq. (10)
to eliminate the quantities ai from (45) we find that the
condition for the total decay of the pumping wave is

st

We introduce the following notation for the elements
of the partial transition matrices:

Iv -u I
max lu,-(x) I'> _1_'_'_1 ma"lu,-(x) I'.
V 3-V Z

If, however, this condition is not satisfied, we have

S
OO

In,~-(J',

n I-dx =
'"

Sd.r {

2

. [

i---:-al'Cslll

~

;1

maxlu,-(x)I]}
I _
I
,u, (x)

(46)

_

21maxll1,-(x)IS [lu,-(x)I'-y2 max lu,-(x) I'j'-dx, 1 =

L:!-l.\

;t

(the si are connected with the S~!) by Eqs. (35)). The
functions O'i(;\) defined in this w~y are analytical in the
upper ;\ -half-plane while, in view of the unimodularity
of the
0'1 and o'~ do not have zeroes there. However,
one sees easily from (42) that the zeroes of a; are the
same as the zeroes of 0'-:;(;\).

St'

Performing the appropriate calculations we find
I(l,+ 1'= I(J,-I' I(J,-I'F, I(J, + I'= I(J2-I'1 (J,-I'F,
F-'= 1+ I(J,-(J'-'l1'-+l1,-l1'-! '.

I(J3+ l'c~F-'.

(43)

Equation (42) enables us to evaluate also all other elements of the partial transition matrices; we do not give
the expressions for them.
The integral intensities of the packets which are
formed can be expressed directly in terms of the O'i(;\).
For i = 2 we have, as before, (40) and for i = 1, 3 we
have
inl(J,±(A)I'dA.
S~ Illt(X,t)I'dX=-;-~~S
2np' _.

_,

First of all we note that if in the input there was a
strong packet of wave 2, the 1);(;\) are exponentially
small quantities and as t _ - 0 0
2

~

lu,(x,t)I'dx=

P'~ ImA~nl.

The integration in (46) is over the region where
lu,-(x) I>ymax lu,-(x) I.

The expression given here is valid provided one maximum of lu;:(x)I is larger than max ylu:i(x)l. The intensities of the secondary waves which are formed as a result
of the collision are obtained from (46) and the ManleyRowe relations.
We note the following facts. It follows from (46) that
the integral intensities of the waves which occur are
independent of the shape of the packet of wave 3 and are
determined solely by the maximum value of its amplitude. The result of the interaction is also independent of
the magnitude of the interaction constant q.
We note, finally, that (48) does not contain the phases
of the colliding packets which is the result of assuming
the functions Qa {3(x) to be smooth, as we did when deriving Eq. (41); for this it is necessary that the phases of
the packets vary sufficiently slowly with x.

(44)

We consider concrete situations.

_I

Iv:-v~ 1';_·

APPENDIX (JULY 10, 1975)
THE EQUATIONS OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM (a 3 > 0)

We give here the equations of the inverse problem for
the systems considered; through lack of space we omit
their derivation which can be found in [19,20] .
When studying the inverse problem a fundamental role
is played by the analytical properties of the solutions of
the direct spectral problem. One can show that the functions IJ!h (x, ;\) and q~ (x, ;\), where by definition

As 0';(;\) inherits the zeroes of 0';(;\) this (large) contribution from the discrete part of the spectrum is conserved also in the intensity of the second wave as t - 00.
(+l
+.
S,,(A)
+
One sees easily from (43) and (44) that if then the pump~" (~', '.) = \1'" (x, A) - S" (A) ~'" (x, A)
ing amplitude were small, even when a strong packet
U3(X) were present no pumping wave is produced as t - 00. (for real ;\) allow an analytical continuation into the
849
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upper A-half-plane and the functions li'i3(x, A) and
(_)
S,,(A) +
~i2 (x, A) =1jl" + (x, A) - S" (A) 1jli3 (x, A)

(for real A) one into the lower one; however, the functions ~~~(x, A) have then simple poles, respectively, at
the zeroes of S11(A) and S33(A) if the latter zeroes are
simple ones (as we shall assume in what follows; we
shall also assume that none of the zeroes of S11(A) and
S:3(A *) are coincident). The functions enumerated here
can be written in the form (cf. (15) to (18))

A'

dA'

a,

t. -t.

X 1jl,,+(x, A') }cxp (i-X) - , - ,

ia, J~

+-.2n

{1- -S,,'
S.1jlfl
at

. (. t.

exp

+

),

(+)

I-X ""
((2

GS,;

'

.

+

(X,A)+--S,1\."
az 33

33

_2:
N

_

(x,t.)-6"

'

.,

(X,I.)

}eXP(iA'xla,)dA'
3'_)
f'.

"

(X,nl\:,,+(x,An)exp(iAnX/a,)

.

3

1.-/1,,11,
n=1

These expressions allow us in an obvious way to obtain a
closed set of equations for the functions li'ij (x, A), 1m A
= 0 and the quantities if>h(x, An)' if>i3(x, /lnl, ~f2(x, ~),
and ~i~ (x, A*) which is just t.he set of ~quations .of the
inverse problem. The potent1al Qij (x) 1S determmed by
the solutions of the latter through the formula

[8"
S" +] exp (A
--1jl,,+ --1jl13
i - x )dl.
8
8
a:!

i ~J
Q,,(x)=-2rwz

[ a1 S,,'
8

i S~
QI3(x) = - 2J1

G S,,' Ih+
- - . 1jl11+(X,A)+--.

G2:
N

-

az

az SJ3

33

l

-

850

33

11

•

~n

•

(+. (x, ~ln ') exp
.

/;"

n=1
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1

exp (A
i - x) dA

(.~tn·)
IX •
a3

a3

I)We note that the numbers of the secondary waves are fixed by their
velocities. The wave 3 has the intermediate velocity, and the wave 2
the largest or smallest. If we needed to make the ratio of the velocities
the opposite one we should put a2 < 0 in the operator L.
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